On the Road

Designed for mobile use of police and border/customs authorities, these devices take document inspection and identity verification off the desktop onto the road.

Benefits

- **Reduce** document and identity fraud
- **Bring** when connected additional information for accurate decisions
- **Increase** control throughput

---

**eVerification on-the-go**

**Benets**

- **Reduce** document and identity fraud
- **Bring** when connected additional information for accurate decisions
- **Increase** control throughput

---

**Electronic Fine solution (PVE in France), reduce by 50% back office workload and increase by 13% collection of fines**

-50% back office workload  
+13% collection of fines

---

**Get more from Thales**

- **Check** all traditional ID documents and new electronic ones
- **Get fast, accurate and comprehensive** ID checks brought by our position as leader in Secure Electronic Identity
- **On-the-spot** fingerprint enrolment and verification
- **Reduce costs** of terminal administration & support